A strongly-interacting fermion chain with supersymmetry on the lattice and open boundary conditions is analysed. The local coupling constants of the model are staggered, and the properties of the ground states as a function of the staggering parameter are examined. In particular, a connection between certain ground-state components and solutions of non-linear recursion relations associated with the Painlevé VI equation is conjectured. Moreover, various local occupation probabilities in the ground state have the so-called scale-free property, and allow for an exact resummation in the limit of infinite system size.
Introduction
The understanding of strongly-interacting many-particle systems is one of the prime challenges of statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics. As realistic models are a posteriori notoriously difficult to handle analytically, one resorts often to simplified and mathematically more accessible descriptions which preserve essential physical features. The analytical accessibility is usually due to some underlying symmetry. In this work we study supersymmetry, applied to models of strongly-repulsive itinerant fermions.
More precisely, we consider the class of M models which were introduced in [1, 2] . They describe spinless fermions on arbitrary lattices with the exclusion rule that connected particle clusters contain at most particles. The models have a built-in supersymmetry: the corresponding generators -the supercharges -add or remove single particles from the system while preserving the exclusion constraints. We focus on = 1 which corresponds to fermions with nearest-neighbour exclusion. To date, this is certainly the best studied case, and presents all features of a realistic physical model. The analysis of the one-dimensional M 1 -chain with periodic and open boundary conditions revealed interesting connections with enumerative combinatorics: in suitable normalisation, the ground state components are given by integers which enumerate alternating sign matrix number with various symmetries [2, 3] , as are known from the properties of the XXZ spin chain at ∆ = −1/2 (see for example [4, 5, 6, 7] ). Indeed, a mapping between the models can be established, what led to discovery of a hidden supersymmetry in the spin chain [8] . In two dimensions, the model presents remarkable features [9, 10] such as the so-called 'superfrustration', a phase with extensive ground-state entropy [11] , and direct relations to rhombus tilings [12, 13, 14] . For a comprehensive introduction we refer to [15] . nearest-neighbour exclusion: at most one of two adjacent sites may be occupied. We will represent an occupied site by 1, and an empty site by 0. For example, a configuration for a six-site chain with particles on sites 2 and 6 is given by α = 010001. The hard-core exclusion forbids therefore pairs like · · · 11 · · · . We will sometimes abbreviate the empty configuration by 0 = 00 · · · 0. We shall work with free boundary conditions what is equivalent to add two inaccessible but empty sites at j = 0 and j = N + 1.
Our aim is to study a Hamiltonian generated by the two supercharges
where d j = P j−1 c j P j+1 , with the projector P j = 1 − c † j c j , are dressed fermion operators which respect the hard-core exclusion. As the sites 0 and N + 1 are always empty, we set P 0 = P N +1 ≡ 1. The λ j , j = 1, . . . , N are arbitrary complex numbers which we call sometimes coupling constants. The supercharges are nilpotent for any choice of the λ j 's: Q 2 = (Q † ) 2 = 0. The Hamiltonian is given by H = {Q, Q † }. In terms of the fermions the H it can be written as
H commutes with the fermion number operator F = N j=1 c † j c j , and of course the supercharges. The algebraic relations of the quadruple H, Q, Q † , F yields the well-known N = 2 supersymmetry algebra [24] .
In this article we concentrate on the case where the number of sites is of the form N = 3n or N = 3n − 1. For both choices and non-zero coupling constants the model has a single zero-energy ground state in the subspace of n particles as can be shown by cohomology arguments [14] . Conversely, for N = 3n − 2 no such zero-energy ground state exists: supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. The proof of this statement uses a one-to-one correspondence between linearly independent ground states and the elements of the quotient space (or cohomology) H Q = ker Q/im Q. Its dimension coincides with the dimension of the ground state space. In order to determine H Q , one proceeds into two steps. The lattice is divided into two disjoint parts, call them S 1 and S 2 . As the supercharges are linear superpositions of fermion annihilators/creators, we divide Q = Q 1 + Q 2 so that Q 1/2 acts only on S 1/2 . First, one evaluates H Q1 . Second one acts with Q 2 within this space in order to find H Q , applying the so-called tic-tac-toe lemma. Even though the details of this procedure are not important for our considerations, we wish to point out that the division into sublattices uses a fundamental feature of the M 1 model, namely an underlying periodicity with period 3. Indeed, in the existence proof S 1 = {2, 5, 8, . . . } is chosen to contain every third site, and S 2 all the remaining sites. This inherent "3-rule" led to the idea to choose the coupling constants λ j of the supercharges from a 3-periodic pattern [17, 18] , namely λ 1 = y, λ 2 = 1, λ 3 = y, . . . , and investigate their properties as a function of the real parameter y. For periodic chains with N = 3n sites, it does not matter which one of the three coupling constants is scaled to one. For open chains however, various choices lead to different situations. We choose to investigate two one-parameter staggerings:
where p = 1, . . . , n. Notice that the choice (I) is invariant under a parity operation P which reverses the order of all sites 1 . For this choice, the Hamiltonian commutes with the parity operator [H, P ] = 0, and eigenstates may be classified as parity-even and parity-odd. Under parity the staggering pattern (y, y, 1) of (II) is mapped to (II') (1, y, y), whose properties can readily be deduced from (II), and will therefore not be considered separately. As y = 1 all the cases reduce to the quantum critical model studied in [3] . Here, we focus on general values for y.
Polynomiality and diagonalisation methods
Our aim is to find the properties of the zero-energy ground states. It is natural to choose to do this in the occupation number basis. Therefore we expand the single solution to solving H(y)|Ψ(y) = 0 according to
Here α runs over all admissible configurations on N sites with n particles, where N = 3n or N = 3n − 1 according to the case under consideration. For both choices (I) and (II) of the staggering, the supercharges are linear in the coupling constant Q = Q 0 + yQ 1 , and therefore the Hamiltonian is a quadratic polynomial in y: H(y) = H 0 + yH 1 + y 2 H 2 . This implies that we can choose the normalisation for |Ψ(y) in such a way that all components ψ α (y) are polynomials. As this choice might still contain some redundancies, we impose that for any given configuration α there is at least one α such that the polynomials ψ α (y) and ψ α (y) have no common factors (i.e they are coprime). This fixes the ground states up to an overall c-number normalisation which will be adjusted accordingly.
The actual construction of |Ψ(y) is based on the following observation. Since all ψ α (y) are polynomials, we can expand
for a certain degree d, depending on the lattice size N . In all the cases studied below, we provide the explicit form of the zero-order term |Ψ 0 which is obtained in the limit y → 0. Of course, this is a well defined state, although the zero energy space can be degenerate at y = 0. The above decomposition can also be written as
where m(y) = 1 + d =1 m y , for a certain degree d , and Ψ 0 | Ψ = 0. In all cases, we provide a conjecture for the polynomial m(y) (again, depending on the lattice size). This means that the identification of the non-degenerate state obeying H | Ψ(y) = 0, for generic y, will reduce to the solution of
where the ambiguity in the component of ker H 0 is solved in terms of m(y). Indeed, by consistency we have 1 We leave aside the question of possible signs through the reordering of fermions.
and we can write
This simple algorithm can be applied starting with |Ψ −1 = |Ψ −2 = 0 and, by consistency, terminates as soon as |Ψ = |Ψ −1 = 0 for a certain = d. Here H −1 0 is the inverse on the orthogonal complement of ker H 0 . Its computation is trivial, since H 0 is diagonal in the occupation number basis. Moreover, we exploit sparse-matrix linear algebra in order to apply H 1 and H 2 .
Relation to the XYZ chain and Hirota equations
It was pointed out in [17, 18] that the ground states of the staggered fermion chain with periodic boundary conditions and N = 3n sites present some striking similarities to the ground states of the XYZ Hamiltonian
Here σ a , a = x, y, z denote the usual Pauli matrices. We choose periodic boundary conditions, and restrict the coupling constants J a to the the line
For L = 2n + 1 sites this chain has exactly two translationally-invariant ground states |Φ ± at the energy E 0 = −L(ζ 2 + 3)/4 [25] . These ground states are related by the reversal of all spins, and therefore it is sufficient to study one of them, say |Φ − which contains the configuration |↓ · · · ↓ but has zero overlap with |↑ · · · ↑ . Bazhanov and Mangazeev showed that under suitable normalisation the component in front of the completely polarised configuration ↓↓ · · · ↓ can be written as
where the s n (z), n ∈ C are polynomials in z of degree n 2 /4 which solve the non-linear differential recursion relation
with initial conditions s 0 (w) = s 1 (w) ≡ 1. This recursion is a special case of the Hirota equations satisfied by a tau-function hierarchy associated to the Painlevé VI differential equation [26, 19] . These polynomials appear also in the two zero-energy ground states of the staggered fermion chain at N = 3n sites with periodic boundary conditions. The precise relation is as follows. The ground states can be chosen to be parity eigenstates. Write them as |Ψ ± (y) where the label ± corresponds to the parity eigenvalue. Upon appropriate normalisation we find that the components of the configuration 010010 · · · 010 are related to the s-polynomials according tô
where the variables y and ζ are related through the quadratic equation
This hints strongly at a profound relation between the two models, but a precise mapping is so far only known in the critical case y = 1, ζ = 3.
Factorisation of Hirota polynomials
In this work, we will point out a connection of the open staggered chains to the Hirota polynomials. It is more subtle than for periodic boundary conditions, and related to factorisation properties of the s n (z). These were conjectured in [20] , and here we quote this conjecture:
Conjecture 2.1 For all n ∈ Z the ratios s n (z)/s n (0) are polynomials with integer coefficients. Also, for all n ≥ −1, s n (0) = 1. For any n they factorise into two polynomials according to the following scheme:
where the p k (w) are polynomials with deg p k (w) = k(k + 1) and integer coefficients.
We have the transformation property
2. For n = 2k, k ∈ Z, the polynomial factorises according to
and positive integer coefficients. Moreover, they are even and obey the transformation rule
A list of the first polynomials is given in the appendix. In the next sections, we will present several conjectures about the ground states of the open staggered fermion chain. In particular, we claim that the polynomials p k (w) and q k (w) appear in various disguises, not only as components in the ground state vectors but also in their square norms, and projections on the ground states at weak coupling y = 0 and strong coupling y → ∞.
3 Ground-state properties of the staggered chain with N = 3n sites
We start with staggered open chain for the two choices (I) and (II) for N = 3n sites.
In both cases, we first determine systematically the ground states at y = 0 and y → ∞ (weak and strong coupling limits). Next, we present results at finite coupling y from exact diagonalisation of small systems which we use as a basis for our conjectures. Finally, we study site occupation probabilities near the boundaries and in the bulk, point out scale-free expansions in around the asymptotic points, and use them to conjecture exact expressions in the limit of infinite systems.
Staggering I

Asymptotic ground states
We begin with the derivation of the y = 0 ground state, which turns out to be a kink state as was shown in [23] by means of perturbation theory. Here we prefer rather to exploit the properties of the supercharges Q, Q † alone. The considerations are very reminiscent of the 3-rule, and use polynomiality/analyticity in y. Moreover, they will prove to work also for staggering II (see section 4.2).
At y = 0, we have the supercharge Q 0 = n j=1 d 3j−1 . As it acts on isolated sites, it is clear that any state annihilated by this operator must not contain any particles on the sites 3j − 1 with j = 1, . . . , n. For Q † 0 to annihilate such a state however, there must a least be one particle adjacent to such a site. This requirement is fullfilled by all states of the form
These are kink states in the sense that they interpolate between two ordered configurations 100100 · · · and · · · 001001. All of them are admissible ground states at y = 0, and therefore E = 0 has an (n + 1)-fold degeneracy. The general solution is a superposition |Ψ(y = 0) = |Ψ K = n m=0 a m |m . In order to determine the relevant combination we demand continuity with y = 0, where we know that only a single ground state may exist. The polynomial character of the ground-state wave function allows to write |Ψ(y) = |Ψ K +y|Ψ 1 +. . . Acting with the supercharges leads to the equations Q 0 |Ψ 1 +Q 1 |Ψ K = 0 and Q † 0 |Ψ 1 +Q † 1 |Ψ K = 0 at first order in y. We claim that the second equation is already sufficient to determine |Ψ K , even without knowing the structure of |Ψ 1 . To show this, we examine the action of Q † 1 on the states |m . Let us introduce the defect states
, m = 0, . . . , n − 1 with n + 1 particles. Then we have
None of the states |φ m contains any particles on the sites 3j − 1, and therefore none of them can be obtained by acting with Q † 0 on any other state having n particles. So we must have
As the |φ m are linearly independent, we conclude that a 0 = a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a n . This determines already the ground state up to an overall normalisation because for y > 0 it is unique. Setting the normalisation to unity we thus find the ground state
which is a uniform superposition of kinks. This is the result of [23] .
As y → ∞, the ground state has to be annihilated by Q 1 and its adjoint Q † 1 . Let us write this in an suggestive way:
From this it is clear that any state annihilated by both these supercharges must not have a particle on the boundary sites 1 and 3n, but a particle on their neighbours 2 and 3n − 1 respectively. Because of the hard-core exclusion, the situation obtained in this way is equivalent to the initial one with six less sites (unless one starts with only three sites where the problem is trivial), and one can proceed by iteration. The ground state for y → ∞ will therefore be proportional to the polarised state 010010 · · · 010:
Finite coupling
Now we turn to finite values for the coupling constant y. We list some properties, based on observations from exact diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian for small system up to N = 24 sites (n = 8 particles). In order to give a simple illustration, we display here the ground state components for six sites. As the Hamiltonian commutes with parity it is sufficient to indicate the representatives 101000 −y The ground state wave function is in fact even under the parity operation. It is not difficult to see that this holds for any n: the asymptotic ground states at y → 0 and y → ∞ are parity-even. Since the eigenvalues of P are discrete this must also hold at finite coupling. From our example we observe that all components have definite transformation behaviour under y → −y: if S α denotes the total number of particles on the sites 2, 5, 8, . . . , 3n − 1 in configuration α then we have ψ α (−y) = (−1) Sα ψ α (y). This is related to the fact that the unitary operator U = exp iπ n j=1 c † 3j−1 c 3j−1 has the property U H(y)U −1 = −H(−y). Taking into account the uniqueness of the ground state and the boundary condition at y = 0, we conclude |Ψ(−y) = U |Ψ(y) .
Let us now have a closer look at certain components. To motivative this, we compute for our example of six sites the square norm of the ground state vector, as well as its projections on the asymptotic ground states at y = 0 and y → ∞:
The polynomial 3 + 8y 2 appears thus in multiple locations. It is one of the two factors of the square norm. The other factor can in fact be written in terms of the polynomial q 2 (w) related to the Hirota equation, after a suitable change of variables to ζ = 1 + 8y 2 . The systematic examination of the ground states up to n = 8 leads to the following 
Here Ψ K |Ψ(y) is an even polynomial in y of degree n(n − 1) with integer coefficients. The square norm factorises according to
where q n (w) is the polynomial implicitly defined in (5).
The general form of the ground state is
with certain polynomials m k (y), and |k the individual kink states defined in section. We normalise them according to m k (y) = 1 + O(y 2 ). They are fixed by the requirement that the iterative iterative algorithm for the construction of |Ψ(y) terminates.
We have not found a relation between the projections on the kink states, and the polynomials coming from the Hirota equation (3). Here we list t n (y) = Ψ K |Ψ(y) for n = 1, . . . , 5: 
Densities
We probe the system by examination of the probability to find a particle at site j:
In particular, at the boundary j = 1 we know the result for any n at the critical point y = 1 [3] :
n (y = 1) = n(10n + 11) 2(4n + 3)(4n + 5) Therefore, in the limit of large systems n → ∞ we find the density 5/16.
For arbitrary y the densities are given by ratios of polynomials at finite n. While we do not have closed-form expressions for these we examine their series expansions around the points y = 0 and y = ∞, by following the strategy of [18] . There it was pointed out that these series expansions have a so-called scale-free property: the first ∼ N coefficients do not depend on N . Let us examine this for the boundary density at site j = 1 near the strong coupling point y = ∞. Up to n = 6 the Taylor expansions of 4y 2 ρ
n (y) are given by 4y 2 ρ 1 (y) = 1 − 
We conjecture that this is indeed the thermodynamic limit of ρ (1) n (y), however the singularity at y = 1 with critical exponent 3/2 indicates that this can only hold for y ≥ 1. This conjecture is in fact supported by the observation that this function reproduces the correct asymptotic value ρ ∞ (y = 1) = 5/16 at the critical point.
Around y = 0 we observe that the series expansions of boundary density does not have the scale-free property. We attribute this to the non-local nature of the kink state, as opposed to the very local and ordered character of the polarised state at y → ∞. The first coefficients match the pattern
Yet we are able to guess the limit as n → ∞. To this end let us anticipate a little. In the next section we study the chain with staggering (I) and the number of sites N = 3n − 1. As it will turn out, that case has a simple ordered state at y = 0, and allows to evaluate the corresponding boundary density ρ (1) n (y) near y = 0 from a scale-free expansion. In the limit of infinite system size n → ∞ the expressions in these two cases should match as the other boundary is very far away. Thus we conjecture that also in the present case N = 3n the limit n → ∞ yields
Next, we discuss the centre of the chain. In the limit of large systems, we expect the average values of local densities to measured in the bulk to be insensible to the boundary. Therefore it is reasonable to speculate that some of them will be related to local densities of the closed chain with periodic boundary conditions in the thermodynamic limit. We probe the density at the site j c = 3n/2 − 1 for even n, and j c = (3n + 1)/2 for odd n. Despite the presence of the kink state in the weak-coupling regime we find scale-free expansions. Extracting the pattern for the stable part, we conjecture the following expressions
, y ≤ 1
These correspond to the staggered densities of the closed chain in the thermodynamic limit, for the parity-even ground state [18] . The parity sector is expected because in the present case the open chain ground state is parity-even, too, as shown above.
Staggering II
Asymptotic ground states
Let us first evaluate the ground states in the limits y = 0 and y → ∞. At y = 0 the ground state has a simple structure as opposed to the kink state of case (I). We have Q(y = 0) = Q 0 = n j=1 d 3j . For Q 0 to annihilate a state, there must not be any particle on the sites 3j, j = 1, . . . , n. Conversely, if Q † 0 is to annihilate such a state, each site 3j must have at least one neighbour occupied by a particle. All sites 3j have two neighbours except for the last one 3n. Hence there must be a particle on site 3n − 1, and by iteration it is not difficult to see that this implies that all sites 3j − 1 have to be occupied. Hence a state annihilated by both Q 0 and Q † 0 is given by 010010010 · · · : annihilates any configuration that contains a particle in each on the n pairs of sites (3j − 2, 3j − 1), j = 1, . . . , n. As these are disjoint, we can solve the problem for Q 1 separately for each such pair. Consider thus the sites 1 and 2, with adjacent sites 0 and 3 being empty. The only way to produce a state that is annihilated by d 1 + d 2 with a single particle is given by the singlet · · · 10 · · · − · · · 01 · · · . We conclude that the ground state becomes a tensor product of such singlets
Finite coupling
Now we consider general values for y. We shall normalise the polynomial coefficients in the expansion |Ψ(y) = α ψ α (y)|α such that the zero-order term for α = 010010010 · · · is +1.
As an example, we present the ground state for N = 6 sites in the sector with n = 2 particles. We find the amplitudes 101000 − y 5 100100 2y 4 We have verified these properties up to n = 8 particles (N = 24 sites), and identified the projections on the asymptotic ground states in terms of polynomials associated with the Hirota equation after suitable variable transformations. Thus, we formulate the following
Conjecture 3.2 With the above normalisations all ground-state components are polynomials with integer coefficients and definite parity under y → −y. For all n we have the projection
As |Ψ P is a single-component state, we can generate ground states for general n with the help of the iterative algorithm and m(y) = Ψ P |Ψ(y) . Likewise, the projection on the singlet state is given by
The square norm factorises into the product of these two projections
Densities
Let us again examine the probability to find a particle at the first site. For n = 1, . . . , 4 we find that it is scale-free: 
which gives the correct value ρ Again, we checked this up to n = 7 particles, and inferred the infinite system limit:
Notice that this has the same structure as the result for the case (I) staggering, and is compatible with the value 5/16 at y = 1. This guess implies a discontinuity for the second and higher derivatives at the critical point. As similar pattern is found by probing if a particle is present on the last site. The data is consistent with ρ
n (y) for finite n ≤ 8. We conjecture this to hold for arbitrary system sizes. The expectation values in the thermodynamic limit are then readily deduced from our previous conjectures.
Let us now consider the centre of the chain. We focus on the density ρ (jc) n (y) with j c = 3n/2 for even n and j c = 3(n + 1)/2 for odd n. It turns out that this quantity is scale-free both in the weak-coupling and the strong-coupling regime. From the stable part of the corresponding series expansions we infer the expression for infinite system size:
These coincide with the expectation values for the densities in the parity-odd ground state for the staggered periodic chain.
Ground state properties of the staggered chain with
In this section we consider N = 3n − 1 sites. Despite the fact that the staggering is "incommensurate" we will point out that a relation to the Hirota polynomials continues to be present. Moreover, we shall show that the kink state appears in the weak-coupling limit of staggering (II) whereas the asymptotic ground states for staggering (I) have a very simple structure.
Staggering I
Asymptotic ground states
Let us focus on the chain with N = 3n − 1 sites and staggering (y, 1, y). We determine the asymptotic ground states which are considerably simpler than in the cases studied so far.
For y → 0 we seek for a state that is annihilated by Q = n j=1 d 3j−1 and its adjoint. So we know that for such a state every site 3j − 1 must be empty, but have a neighbouring site which is occupied. The site 3n − 1 has only one neighbour and therefore we must place a particle at site 3n − 2. Because of the hard-core exclusion there cannot be a particle on site 3n − 3. However, since the site 3(n − 1) − 1 must have a particle in its neighbourhood we are left with the same problem as before, this time with the number of sites reduced by three, and the number of particles by one. We can thus proceed by iteration and see that the ground state is given up to a multiplicative factor by
Moreover, we see that the kink for N = 3n sites at y = 0 basically appeared because we had the freedom to put a particle on the additional site 3n.
For y → ∞ the construction of the ground state is similarly straightforward. It must be annihilated by Q = d 1 + n−1 j=1 d 3j + d 3j−1 and its adjoint. As Q acts on the isolated site 1 we conclude that this one has to be empty but contain a particle in its neighbourhood, thus there must be a particle on site 2. Because of the nearest-neighbour exclusion, there cannot be a particle on site 3, nor is it possible to insert one there. Therefore the state is automatically annihilated by d 3 and its adjoint. We see that we are now left with the problem of placing n − 1 particles on a chain with 3(n − 1) − 1 according to the same rules as before. Again, we can proceed by iteration. Therefore, the only possible ground state at strong coupling is given up to normalisation by
The simplicity of these asymptotic ground states will lead to simple scale-free expansions as we shall see. Moreover, notice that |Ψ L and |Ψ R represent exactly the two type of order which the kink state of section 3.1.1 interpolates.
Finite coupling
For N = 5 sites, the ground state components at finite coupling are given by 10100 − y We see that all components are polynomials with integer coefficients which have a definite sign for a given configuration. The sign is flipped when going from one configuration to another which differs from the former by a single fermion move. The parity of the component polynomials under y → −y can be obtained by counting the number of particles on sites 3j − 1. This is related to a simple unitary transformation implementing this reflection, as explained previously. The square norm is ||Ψ(y)|| 2 = 1 + 2y 2 1 + 4y 2 + 4y 4 + 2y 6 . We have Ψ L |Ψ(y) = (1 + 2y
2 ) and Ψ R |Ψ(y) = y 2 (1 + 2y 2 ), i.e. one of the polynomials occurring in the square norm can be obtained as projections on asymptotic ground states. 
As 
Densities
The boundary densities at site j = 1 have scale free series expansions both at y = 0 and y → ∞. From the stable parts of their series we conjecture their forms in the limit of infinite systems:
As anticipated earlier, the expression for y ≤ 1 is equivalent to the one for N = 3n sites.
Staggering II
We now turn to staggering II with patter (y, y, 1). As it will turn out, for N = 3n − 1 this is the choice which leads to a kink state at y = 0. The derivation of its precise form turns out to be slightly more complicated than the N = 3n case.
Asymptotic ground states
We start with y = 0. The supercharge is given by Q = Q 0 = n−1 j=1 d 3j . We focus on n > 1. A state annihilated by Q 0 and Q † 0 must not have particles on sites 3j but at least one particle adjacent to them. We will call this property "adjacency condition". We see immediately that it can only be fulfilled if there are at least n − 1 particles, and at most n. The second sector contains the ground states which will be compatible with non-zero values of y. The sites 3j divide the system naturally into n boxes of 2 sites. Here is an example for n = 3:
Given n particles we need put a particle in each of them. Consider the leftmost of these boxes. If we put a particle on site 1 then there must be particles on all sites 3j − 2, j = 1, . . . , n in order to satisfy the adjacency condition. However, if the particle in the leftmost box is at site 2, we already satisfy the adjacency condition for site 3. For the remaining n − 1 boxes we are left with the same problem as before, but with the number of sites reduced by three. This reminds us of the kink state problem which we encountered for the staggering (y, 1, y) in section 3. 
is annihilated by the supercharges. We see that for 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 the state |m contains a defect of type · · · 010100 · · · . We expect to ground state of our problem at y = 0 to be a linear combination:
where the a m are complex numbers to be determined from continuity to arbitrary values of the coupling. For finite y the wave function will be a polynomial |Ψ(y) = |Ψ 0 +y|Ψ 1 +. . . with relations Q 0 |Ψ 1 + Q 1 |Ψ 0 = 0, and
. All states in |Ψ 0 are already annihilated by Q † 1 . So we concentrate on the action of Q 1 on |Ψ 0 . This operator takes out particles from the n boxes introduced previously. Thus, it is useful to introduce states |m, j , j = 1, . . . , n which correspond to the state |m with the particle from the j-th box removed. This definition is somewhat redundant because of the identity |m − 1, m = |m, m for 1 ≤ m ≤ n. So let us write explicitly
where the sign comes from the fermionic character of the particles. As we wish to solve the equation Q 0 |Ψ 1 + Q 1 |Ψ 0 = 0 we should ask if a state |m, j can be created by acting with Q 0 on something (i.e. if it is Q 0 -exact). First, for m = 0 this is possible if j = 2, 3, . . . , n because only then there will be an empty site 3(j − 1) with no particle on a neighbouring site. The illustration
. . . points out that the state |0, 1 cannot be created through the action of Q 0 . A very similar argument holds for |n, n which cannot be obtained through Q 0 acting on some other state, whereas the |n, j , 1 < j < n can. Let us now turn to the more general 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. A state |m, j can be created through the action of Q 0 if j = m, m + 1. Again this is because in these cases removing particles will create an empty site 3j with no particle on a neighbouring site. If however j = m or j = m + 1 then there must be a particle on one of the sites adjacent to 3j, and so in this case a creation through action of Q 0 is not possible. Let us now write Q 1 |Ψ 0 = |Ψ 0 +|Ψ 0 where |Ψ 0 collects all states which can be created through the action of Q 0 on something, and |Ψ 0 those which cannot (in mathematical parlance, |Ψ 0 is Q 0 -exact, while |Ψ 0 is not). By definition, we must have |Ψ 0 = 0. More explicitly, we find
n−1 a n |n, n .
Using now the rule |m − 1, m = |m, m , this can be reduced to
Because all states in this sum are linearly independent, we find that a 0 = −a 1 = a 2 = −a 3 = . . . . We fix the normalisation by setting a 0 = 1. This completes the construction of the ground state at y = 0 and shows that it is again a superposition of kink states, in this case however with alternating coefficients. Hence, we found
The ground state in the limit y → ∞ is simpler. It is annihilated by Q 1 and Q † 1 , which act on sites 3j −2 and 3j −1 with j = 1, . . . , n, and thus on the n boxes introduced previously. We know that by continuity we must look in the sector with n particles. As the boxes are separate, we can try to solve the problem 
Finite coupling
Let us finally turn to the case of finite coupling. For N = 5 sites, the ground state components are given by 10100 − y 10010 1 + 2y
Together with the square norm ||Ψ(y)|| 2 = (1+2y 2 )(3+8y 2 ). We have Ψ K |Ψ(y) = 3(1+2y 2 ) and Ψ S |Ψ(y) = 3+8y 2 , i.e. both polynomials occurring in the square norm can be obtained as projections on asymptotic ground states. Moreover, we see that the state given here is even under the parity operation. The fact, that we have definite parity is clear because for the present staggering and number of sites the Hamiltonian commutes with parity [H, P ] = 0. The parity of the ground state at finite y can thus be read off from the asymptotic cases discussed in the last section. Upon inspection, we find thus that the ground state for this staggering at N = 3n − 1 sites has parity (−1) n (notice that as opposed to the case of periodic chains studied in [18] , the singlet state at y → ∞ can be even under parity, namely if n is even). The projection on the singlet state Ψ S |Ψ(y) yields the unknown polynomials t n (y) introduced in section 3.
Densities
We investigate again the boundary density ρ (1) n (y). As the physics of weak-coupling regime is governed by the kink state |Ψ K we expect the density not to be scale-free at y = 0. Indeed, up to n = 8 particles the series expansion is rather compatible with the series ρ what matches the first terms of the series expansion at y = 0 of the corresponding results for N = 3n sites given in (7) . Based on physical grounds, we conjecture that our the boundary density considered here converges to the expressions given there. Conversely, the boundary density in the y > 1 regime displays at scale-free behaviour around the point y → ∞. From the stable part of the series expansion we conjecture the expression ρ 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we presented several conjectures on the ground-state properties of a staggered one-dimensional supersymmetric fermion model with open boundary conditions, based on the exact diagonalisation of small systems. In particular, we conjecture a relation between certain ground state components of the model, and a class of polynomials which appeared in the literature on the XYZ spin chain along a special line of couplings. The very same polynomials occur in the square norm of the corresponding ground state vectors. Moreover, exploiting the scale-free property we determined exact expressions for local site-occupation probabilities for infinite systems. Given these observations it is quite natural to ask if there are open boundary conditions for the XYZ spin chain, possibly amongst the integrable ones [27] , which still lead to exact zero-energy ground states with similar properties to the ones studied here. This is the case for the XXZ chain as was shown in [8] , yet it might be more difficult off criticality because one can show that the underlying supersymmetry in the spin chains does not survive this deformation [25] . Another interesting open problem concerns the choice of the coupling constants λ j : the results presented here relate to a staggered pattern. In fact, it turns out that some of the conjectured sum rules survive for generic choices. In fact, one may show that these follow from the supersymmetry alone. This problem will be addressed in [28] .
